
April 26 – June 6, 2016

Requires a 10 cabinet minimum purchase    
Free sink base does NOT count toward the 10 cabinet minimum.

Elkay reserves the right to amend the terms or details of any of its promotions 
 or to terminate its promotions without notice.

This Elkay promotion is in no way sponsored, endorsed, administered by or associated with Facebook.  
Elkay releases Facebook from any liability associated with this promotion. Eligibility for this promotion is  

not tied to any Facebook activity such as posting, liking or sharing.

Ellison Raised Panel maple White Icing Classic Pewter 
Highlight and Bella quartersawn oak Shale 

GOLD
SILVERLINE

FREE 
Sink Base

REGION 2



1. You must purchase ten cabinets to receive the
free sink base or vanity sink base in Gold and
Silverline. Moldings, decorative items, accessories,
kits and other miscellaneous products are not
included as cabinets.

2. Custom quote cabinets count towards the ten
cabinet minimum.

3. These products are included in the free sink base
offer: Square corner sink fronts (SCS), diagonal
sink fronts (DSF), diagonal sink bases (DSB), sink
bases with tilt-out trays (SB_BTDT, SB_TDT),
sink bases with clipped corners (SB_BCC,
SB_BFCC) and sink base apron cabinets (SBA).
Combination vanity sink base cabinets are
not included.

4. Modifications or accessories added to the sink base
or vanity sink base remain chargeable.

5. Not valid with any other offer.

6. Chargeable Rapid Response orders that meet
the qualifications of the promotion will
receive the appropriate discounts.

7. Special projects, display, parade of homes,
model homes, sample orders and free cabinetry
are  excluded from this offer.

8. To qualify for this promotion, orders must be
released and scheduled within five days after the
last date of the promotion.

9. Elkay reserves the right to amend the terms or
details of any of its promotions or to terminate
its promotions without notice.
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